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3 Servers:

1. Cross bearer (usually the tallest of the 3) 
2. Candle bearer – Joseph side 
3. Candle bearer – Mary side 

Before Mass
Arrive 15 minute before the start of Mass. 

1. Choose an alb (white robe) that is fits at or above your ankle and secure all fasteners. 
2. Choose a cincture (rope belt) that sits about at your knee and tie in a square knot at your left. 
3. Choose a scapular (colored vestment) that matches the color on the calendar for that day. 
4. Choose a cross that sits just below your chest.  *Place your scapular and cross under the alb 

collar and pull back so the front is aligned under the collar. 
5. Wait quietly for everyone to collect 
6. Cross bearer retrieves cross from the wall and candies bearers hold their candles. 

The Entrance   P  rocession  
1. Begin walking at a reverent pace (somewhat slow) led by the cross when the cantor begins to 

sing.
2. Line up in front of the altar aligned with the large cross on the wall, head bow and walk into the

sanctuary.
3. Cross bearer places the cross in the stand by the pew.
4. Mary candle bearer walks behind the altar and places the candle on the holder, then head to the 

pew. *Bow to the altar when you pass in front of the tabernacle.
5. Joseph candle bearer places and candle in the holder and walk to the pew.
6. Follow along with the mass

The Opening Prayer
When the Gloria is almost finished, the Cross bearer walks from the pew over to the priest and stands 
to his left. Father will place the small missal in your hands to hold while he reads the prayer. *Bow to 
the altar when you pass in front of the tabernacle.

The Gospel
1. When the Alleluia begins and the deacon rises, the candle bearers go get their candles, walk to 

the edge of the sanctuary by the Easter candle, and wait for the deacon. *Bow to the altar when
you pass in front of the tabernacle.

2. When the deacon comes behind you, step off the sanctuary and walk in front of the altar toward 
the ambo.
 The Mary server stands on the Mary side.
 The Joseph server walks around the back of the ambo to the Joseph side.

3. After the gospel, the Mary server puts the candle back on the Mary side. The Joseph server 
crosses behind the altar to place the candle on the Joseph side. *Bow to the altar when crossing 
in front the tabernacle
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The Offertory
1. When the deacon/priest stands all servers rise and walk to the tabernacle, then bow together.
2. Bring the items (except the communion plates) from the credence table to the deacon or the 

priest. Do not set on the altar.
3. Wait in front of the tabernacle, then follow the priest/deacon to receive the gifts.

 Cross bearer receives the cruet and walks to the side of the altar and wait, then return the 
cruets to the credence table. Wait in front of the tabernacle.

 Candle bearers receive the basket and place in front of the pew, then carry the bowl and 
towel to the priest and wait until he turns to wash his hands. Set them back on the table and 
stand in front of the tabernacle.

 Servers bow together and return to the pew.

The Epiclesis
This is when the priest extends his hands over the gifts – we are kneeling.
The Joseph server (or whoever is closer) rings the bells with one solid shake.

The Consecration
This is when the priest holds up the host and then the chalice – we are kneeling.
The server closest rings the bells with one solid shake (once for the host and once for the chalice).

The Peace sign
Turn and offer peace to your fellow servers (without shaking hands) just like you would if sitting in
the congregation.
The cross bearer then brings the communion plates to the altar and returns to the pew.
*Bow to the altar as you cross in front of the tabernacle.

After Communion
When the priest says "Let us pray", the Cross bearer walks from the pew over to the priest and
stands to his left. Father will place the small missal in your hands to hold while he reads the prayer.
Then walk back to the pew and join the other servers.

End of mass
After the deacon says "Go in peace... thanks be to God", the cross bearer retrieves the cross and
leads the servers up the left-center aisle (on the Joseph side) to the 4th pew, turn and face the altar
and wait. Leave the candies at the altar. The candle bearers genuflect when the priest and deacon
genuflect. When the priest and deacon walk toward the servers, turn and walk together up the aisle
to the sacristy.

Place the cross in its holder on the wall.
Return your alb, cincture (rope belt), scapular (colored cover), and cross neatly in their place


